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City of Pasadena Design Commission 
100 N. Garfield Avenue 
Pasadena, CA 91101 
 
RE: Recommend against City Council SCEA review for 86 S. Fair Oaks Ave. Central Park Apartments 
 
February 21, 2022 
 
 
 
Dear Honorable Design Commissioners: 
 
I am writing to you today on behalf of the Castle Green Homeowners Association to recommend that the 
Design Commission advise the City Council to discontinue SCEA and continue the existing and 
necessary EIR process for this much-larger project, with the Design Commission to continue as the lead 
review body per Zoning Code and project history. 
 
Reasons exists to deny this SCEA - both large and small - from moving forward with the project as presented. 
Over the past 14 years, the community has been burdened with an unrelenting project that fails to respect the 
importance of this site. 2008 is when this project started, with that parcel-filling 6-story box that received scant 
support. But the current project presented started as an EIS (rejected) in 2013 as smaller project, leading to a 
rejected FEIR in 2015, and then revisions for a much expanded project in 2021. Today’s SCEA and project as 
presented takes no responsibility for comments, questions and concerns raised. 
 

Project Overview 
2011 – The Applicant presented to the Design Commission three possible schemes toward a more 
appropriate project, including three possible schemes, with “Scheme C” that loosely approximated their 
take on Colonel Green’s “1903 Concept” of a connected 3rd annex wing along Fair Oaks Ave. on the 
project parcel. 

 
2013-2015 
2013 began this current project’s 9-year journey as a stand-alone building of 6-stories, 64 units, 
76,000 sf, 3 floors of parking below a 75-foot-tall project. An Initial Study (EIS) was prepared for two 
Scoping meetings, but the Initial Study and negative declarations were rejected for the full EIR process. 
(See Page 2, EIS and SCEA similarity). This resulted in a required EIR process: A 2014 DEIR (See Page 
4 of 6 noted significant traffic on Dayton Street), followed in 2015 by an RDEIR and Final EIR for a project 
that had so many inadequacies and controversies that the Design Commission did not certify this Final 
EIR. 

 
At the rejected Initial Study, and in subsequent public reviews most community members and almost all 
residents of the adjacent/impacted Green Hotel Apartments and Castle Green spoke out against this 
project and the EIR inadequacies, among them a questionable Historic Resource study and conclusions, 
inadequate Alternatives, a failure to study and mitigate traffic impacts, and an EIR acknowledgement of 
eleven (11) “Areas of Known Controversy” in the EIR (and several more raised at hearings) that were 
never adequately resolved. 

 
2017 - To most folks’ surprise, an expanded project – a stand-alone building of 6-to-7-stories, 87-
units, 96,550 -sf., 3 levels of parking below, now exceeding 75-feet in height - enlarged and 
reskinned that clearly increased unresolved impacts, concerns and known controversies from the 
previous 2015 EIR project. The Applicant seemed to be “doubling-down” against most all reason. It had 
significantly bulked up and presented a more-dominating presence with all the charm and 
appropriateness of a Public Storage building that further challenged the established local and national 
historic preservation Standards and Guidelines. 

 
In a subsequent 2018 City Council review, this ‘expanded’ project seemed to generate mostly concern 
from the City Council and public, largely centering on historic preservation, traffic, and aesthetic impacts, 
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yet still relying on the same uncertified 64-unit “Previous EIR” for cover (and data), even though it was 
now 84 units with a larger mass and less open space. What was clear is that a Revised DEIR must follow, 
but the project went silent again. 
 

 
Fast forward to 2021, and the shocking choice of a SCEA reduced environmental review process was unleashed 
at the height of COVID restrictions despite an expanded project based on an uncertified EIR. Remaining a stand-
alone building of “6-stories + mezzanine,” 84 units, over 96,000 sf., 4 levels of parking below and heights 
up to 84 & 90 feet in height, it actually conceals two (2) dedicated ‘mezzanine’ levels (between 1st & 2nd floors 
and the former “7th Floor” level of 2017-18) to reach 84 & 90 feet tall at both Fair Oaks and Dayton frontages.  
Most or all concerns and conflicts of the 64-unit project’s previous EIR (among them unresolved impacts of traffic, 
aesthetics, alternatives, vibrations/noise, CO2 concerns, and mostly historic preservation) have been heightened, 
but with less ability within SCEA to resolve, let alone identify these issues.  
 
 
WHY SCEA is Simply Inadequate 
2022’s SCEA report states under Section 1.0 (Page 1.0-2): 
 

“The intent of CEQA streamlining provisions is not to undercut or circumvent CEQA requirements, but 
rather to reduce documentation and redundancy and to provide an incentive for TPPs…” 
 
“An SCEA is comparable to an Initial Study-Mitigated Negative Declaration since the lead agency must 
find that all potentially significant impacts of a project have been identified, adequately analyzed, and 
mitigated to a level of insignificance.” 
 

It’s not often that the “intent’ of a law is put forth as the main (and legal) justification for CEQA, especially 
when it is obvious that the “results” of this SCEA at very least question the intent or possibly contradict 
this stated “intent.” 
 
SCEA arguably results in circumvention of increased impacts – acknowledged or not - of this enlarged project and 
leapfrog the Design Commission’s lead directly for City Council approval that contradicts Zoning policies that 
establish the Design Commission as the lead-agency for environmental review and the most appropriate body to 
continue to lead this process. The City Council wisely has reservations on this SCEA. Frankly speaking, SCEA 
review for the presented project is inadequate, relying on a rejected previous EIR and continuing the years of 
refusal and/or inability of the Applicant to appropriately design a project for (and not to challenge) this most-
historic site, block and district. 
 
That SCEA states it is “comparable to an Initial Study…” the Commission only has to review this project’s history 
to recall the Initial Study in 2013 for a smaller 64-unit version of the current project was not adequate, requiring 
the full EIR process. Clearly this comparison in the SCEA will justify our hoped-for recommendation to the City 
Council to discard SCEA as inadequate.  SCEA’s further reliance on the 2015 “Previous EIR” by reference and 
inclusion in SCEA gives support to discontinue SCEA. 
 
SCEA Review disavows the 11 “Areas of Known Controversy” identified and unresolved in the smaller-project 
uncertified EIR, as well as up to 9 additional areas brought forth by the community (See Exhibit 1). In fact, SCEA 
allows no aesthetic concerns to be considered impactful, has no provision to consider alternatives, relegates 
traffic impacts to statements of non-responsibility, and wrongly dismisses many historic preservation failures 
(among its inadequacies). 
 
The choice of a SCEA process seemed to largely facilitate the Applicant to put aside the inadequacies and 
controversies of the uncertified 2015 EIR under the false pretense of ‘intent,’ when in fact the 2021 project mostly 
altered the exterior skin and raised heights of the EIR project – seeming to try to meet and challenge all at once 
the standards governing this National Register site, block and district. 
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PROJECT CONCERNS 
While before you today is a request to weigh in on an inadequate SCEA review by the City Council, features of 
this expanded actual presented project certainly is germane to the inadequacy of SCEA. The presented project 
looks overly vertical, a congregated collection of 4 building sections on Fair Oaks Ave. and three disparate parts 
on Dayton Street, with both elevations towering up to 90 feet tall, overpowering, blocking out and conflicting with 
the existing Hotel Green structures, with over-embellished design elements from all over Pasadena – a collection 
of ‘architectural elements’ without a respectful and cohesive design language fitting to the low-rise Old Pasadena 
district and Hotel Green National Register block’s horizontal vocabulary. 
 
Missing is a respectful, subservient and compatible design approach to this stand-alone building. A respectful 
contrast has gone out the window for the many vertically-organized ‘architectural elements’ – certainly going 
beyond a ‘contrasting’ approach to an overpowering, “look at me only” dominance of the stand-alone presented 
project. The Design Commission as well as most of the stakeholders and public echoed these and other new 
concerns. 
 
Old Pasadena is guided and protected by local and national preservation Standards and guidelines that call for 
maintaining established development patterns and respecting or subordinating to the National Register Green 
Hotel Apartments and Castle Green. This parcel is part of the National Register listing, so it must follow these 
standards intent and letter. However, we find heightened conflicts and controversies in SCEA and the presented 
project that further compound or at best confuse the incomplete and inadequate “Previous EIR” responses. As yet 
untested, SCEA seems to challenge local, state and national preservation standards. 
 
 
It’s NOT 1903 All Over Again… 
And in an ongoing attempt to justify each version of the project, the presented project claims again (as it has since 
2013) that it is somehow the second coming of one of several of Colonel Green’s illustrations of a conceptual 
1903 Hotel Green ‘South’ or ‘Fair Oaks’ connected-hotel-extension wing (connected to the existing North 
Annex/Green Hotel Apartments) forming a cohesive “U-shaped” complex with expansive open park space inside 
the block within the 3 hotel wings. 
 
Yet the presented project “cherry picks” lesser 1903 concepts but fails adherence to the most-basic features like 
appropriate massing, connectivity, cohesive and compatible horizontal design features, important Dayton Street 
setbacks (mirroring the Castle Green’s 33-foot upper floor setback at Dayton) and an expansive public-access 
Open Space between the hotel wings.  Just review the 2011 Scheme C provided by Applicant that blocked out 
their take on the 1903 Concept to see that this “Project Goal” is merely a straw man and PR ploy. 
 
In fact, the presented project seems to purposely confuses the public with combining the Castle Green’s historic 
and green ‘back yard’ without property lines (or CG’s existing fence divider) to appear as part of their project’s 
open space (Figure 2.0-38). This deficient open space seems to be not much larger than the current ‘recreational 
space’ on the parcel, and a proposed ‘replacement pool’ is but a fraction of the size of the existing/now-filled-in 
elliptical pool of post-card fame, in spite of increasing the dependent housing population from 150 units to well-
over 230 units.  
 
 
Height Averaging allows Height Increases and Impacts 
SCEA Project Summary (Section 1.2) notes the height of the presented project as “6-stories plus mezzanine,” and 
by using “height averaging,” to state the “building height would average 69 feet with a maximum roof height of 90 
feet” (Page 1.0-2). As you previously read in the Project Overview on Page 2 of 6 (“Fast forward to 2021”), this 
project actually has 6 floors plus 2 mezzanine floors, (should it be 6 plus mezzanine, 6 plus two mezzanines, 7 
floors or 8 floors? 
 
Where height averaging really at best confuses the public, what is missing is the fact that along the Fair Oaks 
Ave., a 190.5-foot-long elevation, the building heights starts at 75 feet, goes to 84 feet, then back to 75 feet, then 
up to 90 feet at Dayton Street, making the “average” project height along Fair Oaks a surprising 81 feet. Dayton 
Street is considerably different, and this elevation also goes up to 90 feet high at the corner tower at Fair Oaks 
Ave. This 133.5-foot-long elevation has three distinct masses and is dominated by the 90-foot-tall tower at Fair 
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Oaks, then a lesser 75-foot-tall center mass, and a 36-foot-tall mass to make its “average” project height at just 
about 69 feet. 
 
 
Areas of Known Controversies in Previous EIR 
The previous EIR codified 11 Areas of Known Controversies from the start. Public comment agreed but added 
anywhere from 6-9 specific additional “areas” not considered controversial (or adequately considered) by the EIR 
but considered so by the public. These areas are contained in the attached Exhibit 1 at the end of this letter. 
 
EIR responses were generally considered inadequate in the previous EIR, but SCEA review fails to note, let alone 
consider these areas. The failure to certify the previous EIR for a smaller project sheds light on this SCEA 
inadequacy. 
 
 
Alternatives – The previous EIR’s smaller project included Alternatives that were largely unqualified or 
disqualified, and at best inadequately & incompletely analyzed. A reduced size alternate still caused unmitigated 
impacts because no Alternatives studied or required hard-mitigation measures that could be incorporated into 
each such as Dayton segment study and mitigation, Dayton intersections study & mitigation, and second driveway 
study and mitigation. If an Alternative reducing the unit count only went so far (but clearly not far enough) in the 
smaller-unit pervious EIR but still significantly impacting Dayton Street with AM-PM peak traffic, that is largely 
because integral study and mitigation measures were omitted by choice.  So with SCEA review, no project 
alternatives are necessary! 
 
 
Aesthetic Views of residents from inside both National Register hotel buildings (continuous since their 
construction) were wrongly chosen NOT to be analyzed in the previous EIR and unresolved, despite their 
continuous and historic nature, and despite Figure 2.0-38 showing an internal ‘fish-eye’ view from the existing 
Green Hotel apartments confusing the project open space as noted previously). Objections went unheeded of 
views analyzed of irrelevant but flattering (to the project) ‘bird’s-eye’ locations (one from 10-stories above Fair 
Oaks Ave. and one at the back corner of an underutilized parking lot across the street, both clearly not meeting 
CEQA thresholds (but allowing two more ‘sexy’ project renderings). And a long-standing continual view from 
Dayton Street near and far were “cherry picked” to avoid impacts – one too close and one too far so as not to 
raise CEQA concerns, despite being called out since 2013 by the public. 
 
 
Aesthetic Shading impacts questioned that get worse with the presented project’s expanded massing and 
heights (84’ & 90’) that possibly result in more energy consumption by both National Register buildings and their 
inadequate study times to avoid CEQA concerns (therefore requiring no mitigation measures) continued, despite 
being called out since 2013 by the public.   
 
All this because unlike an EIR, SCEA excludes any Aesthetic consideration for impact or requiring mitigation.  
 
 
Traffic and Basic Project Mitigation Unresolved 
The previous EIR and SCEA project failed to require any study and project mitigation measures for the Dayton 
Street segment with a 700% increase in daily trips, that will undoubtedly negatively impact the two adjacent, non-
signaled intersections flanking the Project at Dayton/Fair Oaks and at Dayton/Raymond intersections. These 
omissions wrongly lead the EIR and SCEA to dismiss traffic impacts.   Both failed to analyze a key roadway 
segment along adjacent Fair Oaks Avenue. 
 

During the ‘previous EIR’ process, the City acknowledged that the smaller 64-unit project would cause an 
“increase in traffic volume on the street segment of Dayton Street between Fair Oaks Avenue and 
Raymond Avenue as a significant traffic impact of the project,” (2014 DEIR NOA): 
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From the Jan. 24, 2014 DEIR NOA (highlights by this letter writer for clarity): 

 
 
If you do not advise the City Council to abandon SCEA for the unfinished EIR process, you will be expected to 
consider approval of the presented SCEA project with even worse-than-acknowledged traffic conditions to come 
with the expanded 84 units, not to mention the unstudied impacts on two unsignaled Dayton Street intersections, 
and an unstudied portion of S. Fair Oaks Avenue with no studied or incorporated mitigation. Nothing required as 
mitigation then and now, despite the City’s clear stated knowledge of this previous EIR impact and presented 
project’s significant impact unacknowledged, let alone mitigated. 
 
 
A Fair Oaks Avenue driveway could also provide traffic impact relief. Public comments have asked for a study of 
this option (despite one existing on the parcel currently). Yet the project cites a city policy against such driveway, 
and wrongly uses this to inadequately dismiss this possible impact-reduction solution from study and inclusion. 
The previous EIR merely states it is against policy without stating it has never been studied. It’s a clear “because 
our policy says no” that traffic issues remain inadequately studied. 
 
 
A CAUTIONARY TALE – Parallels to the IDS Project 
It is important for the Design Commission to look back a decade or so and revisit the City’s stinging legal rebuke 
in the 2010 IDS/Playhouse District project. Upon Commission & City approval of a project, residents and civic 
groups sue to require inadequacies in the EIR to be addressed: Alternatives and traffic conditions related to the 
project must be part of an EIR/CEQA process. A judge ruled against the city, requiring a (then-missing) Historic 
evaluation, a revised-EIR using a CEQA-required reduced-size Alternatives, and studying and incorporating an 
impacted crosswalk design as part of the project (instead of ‘soft-mitigation’ after construction ‘improvements’). 
 
The similarities abound between the IDS court loss and this SCEA review should be alarming:  

 
1 • While a Historic Report exists, its suppositions raise many concerns, cause confusion and raise possible 
conflicts and its inadequate conclusions regarding the site, block, Old Pasadena and the Secretary of Interior 
Standards and local guidelines governing Old Pasadena. Without a new EIR to address inadequacies raised 
since 2013, is the public to conclude that SCEA can override these standards? If it cannot, only a revised 
EIR will suffice. 
2 • Neither the uncertified previous EIR or SCEA studied a significantly impacted Dayton Street segment, nor 
the two impacted intersections without signal controls (Dayton at Fair Oaks & Dayton at Raymond) that will 
face an acknowledged significant increase in vehicle trips from the presented project, nor a second driveway 
(on Fair Oaks or Dayton).The recent Central Park playground was specifically located at Dayton and Fair 
Oaks corner to use Dayton Street parking, yet without any study this parking will likely be omitted after the 
fact. Both intersections currently are not easily navigated by pedestrians and bike riders and are at best 
difficult for vehicles at peak times, and further complicated by the Fire Department’s traffic signal within the 
Dayton/Fair Oaks intersection. Keep in mind there is NO study or mitigation incorporated for these concerns, 
yet IDS only failed to study and incorporate hard mitigation for one crosswalk. 
3 • Alternative options in the uncertified EIR largely did not meet CEQA requirement to quantifiably reduce 
significant traffic impacts and address preservation concerns, acknowledged or not, as previously noted. And 
those Alternatives failed to study or require possible traffic solutions that would be necessary for CEQA-
appropriate Alternatives. SCEA doesn’t even take Alternatives into account – does that give a pass to 
inadequacies, or just possibly create a future nightmare scenario for the surrounding streets? 
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This cautionary IDS Project tale reads like three strikes against SCEA (with implications to be heeded for a 
continued EIR as well), for the only ‘adequate’ solution is a completion of the full EIR process with these lessons 
front and center in the selection of alternatives and consideration for project-required mitigation measures. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Now that the City Council has deferred to the Design Commission for advice about SCEA appropriateness and 
certification, and considering last year’s lack of support by the Design Commission and most stakeholders of 
SCEA, combined with the previous Design Commission reservations (for a smaller, less-impactful project than 
what is presented today), I hope that this letter sheds light on the concerns, conflicts, controversies and flat-out 
inadequacies of the former EIR process, and the SCEA review of the presented project. 
 
 
Please advise the City Council that the Design Commission wants to rely on completion of the 
Environmental Impact Report pursuant to CEQA as the most appropriate way to consider and address the 
presented project, therefore discontinuing SCEA, and to continue the necessary EIR process for this 
much- larger version, and that the City Council reconfirms the Design Commission’s continuation as the 
lead review body for this project. 
 
Otherwise, if SCEA review is approved by the City Council, it will raise conflicts over the diminished environmental 
review that could have a limiting-effect on the Design Commission’s scope and considerations that could result in 
a less-than-necessary full project review. This site is clearly the most historic block in Old Pasadena, on par with 
our Civic Center. 14 years overall, and 9 years of this ongoing projects should raise a big red flag of caution 
regarding a diminished-scope SCEA approval. This is a clear case that Less is not More. 
 
 
 
 
 
Mike Salazar, Architect for the Castle Green Homeowners Association 
Pasadena Native, former 3-term Pasadena Design Commissioner, former 2-term Pasadena Community Development Committee member, 
former Pasadena Library Commissioner, and former Castle Green resident/owner. Currently a representative for the Castle Green 
Homeowners Association as the chair of the Castle Green Architecture & Design Committee. 
 
CC: David Reyes, Director of Planning. Pasadena Design Commission. 
 
Exhibit 1 (On the following page) 
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EXHIBIT 1 – Areas of Known Controversies from EIR & Additional Controversies points from Public Comment 
 

 


